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● France does not recognise the right to 
conscientious objection for professional 
soldiers.

Military recruitment

Conscription

In 2001, France ended conscription in peacetime1. This was 
based on a change of  the National Service Law in 19972. 
However, conscription is in fact only suspended, and can be 
reintroduced in times of  war or an emergency. The relevant articles of  the National Service Law have been 
changed in a way that presently they are suspended for persons born after 31 December 19783. They can easily 
be reinstated.

Conscription has been replaced by a compulsory one day "rendez-vous citoyen" (national day of  preparation for 
national defence). All young men and women between the ages of  16 and 18 are obliged to participate in this 
day. On this day, people have civil status and do not have to bear arms or wear a uniform or be subjected to 
military discipline. Participation in the "rendez-vous citoyen" is a necessary condition for taking part in final 
examinations or obtaining a diploma in state universities4.

Professional soldiers

The service of  professional soldiers is regulated in the Defence Law (Code de la Defense)5

Conscientious objection

Conscientious objection for conscripts

The right to conscientious objection was legally recognised in 1963. French CO legislation was restrictive and did 
not comply with international standards on conscientious objection. CO applications could only be made before 
starting military service and not by serving conscripts,  and substitute service lasted twice as long as military 
service.  In 1999,  the United Nations Human Rights  Committee came to the conclusion that  this  length of 
substitute  service  constituted a  violation of  article  26  of  the  International  Covenant  on  Civil  and Political 
Rights6.

Compared to other European countries,  the number  of  COs in  France  has always remained relatively  low. 
During the 1990s approx. 6,000 CO applications were made per year, which was only 3 per cent of  all eligible 
conscripts.

With the suspension of  conscription in 2001, the 1983 Law on Conscientious Objection (Law 83/605) became 
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applicable only to men born before 31 December 1978. Consequently, young men who are born after 1979 have 
no possibility of  claiming the right to conscientious objection.

Conscientious objection for professional soldiers

The right to conscientious objectors is not recognised for professional soldiers.

Draft evasion and desertion

No information on practice is available.
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